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Decrease of seismic risks in construction of multistorey industrial buildings is provided by strength and
stability of mounted structures and parts of a building. This is achieved by creation on the level of floors and
covering of rigid disks, consisting of monolithic reinforced concrete longitudinal beams and filled in butt joints
of precast reinforced concrete plates.
This paper presents an effective method of mounting of reinforced concrete constructions where
monolithic crossbars are made in suspended block-forms, serving as temporary mounting joints between
columns.
Methods of predicting of optimal reserves of inventory concrete forms and their efficient allocation
amongst objects of construction are given.
Suggested approaches accelerate the rate of objects’ construction, reduce prime cost of jobs and seismic
risks in the process of mounting constructions of multistorey industrial buildings.
Key words: seismic area, mounting, strength and stability, block-form, monolithic beam, hard disk,
formwork stock

Seismic stability of multistorey industrial buildings under construction is achieved at the
level of floors and coverings of rigid disks made of precast monolithic structures – monolithic beams
and filled butt joints of precast reinforced concrete plates [5,7,8].
During hardening of concrete of monolithic constructions strength and stability of erected
framings of a building are provided by temporary metallic mounting stays installed between columns
in longitudinal direction.
Monolithic work and installation of temporary metallic ties, to some extent, decrease rate of
structures mounting and raise the cost construction-and-assembling operations.
A new method has been developed designed to mounting multistorey industrial buildings in a
single technological process using monolithic reinforced concrete beams in suspended metallic blockforms. The latter during hardening the concrete strength in monolithic constructions of horizontal discs
are employed as temporary metallic ties between columns as shown in Fig.1.
Application of this method in construction of shoe factories in Stepanakert city, Artsakh
Republic, and in the Near Abroad countries, enabled to shorten mounting time of multistorey
industrial buildings up to 1,5 times and decrease the cost of monolithic constructions up to 15 percent
[4,2].
Taking into account high turnover of metal forms arose practicability of their use in other
construction sites during partial or complete retirement of the forms in the period of downtime.
Solution of this problem is described mathematically by the below linear relationship.
To find indices of inventory formworks

vij , at from i-th construction site to j-th construction

site during µ period of time, with reduced cost per unit on equal to
have
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Figure 1. Metallic suspended block-form for monolithic reinforced concrete
beams of multistorey industrial buildings
a) top view, b) bottom view
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it means that the index of the inventory framework relocated from i-th construction site at the moment
µ should be less than or equal to the demand for that framework at the j-th construction site, or
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that is the index of the framework relocated at j-th construction site at the moment µ should be less
than or equal to the demand of that framework.

vij

( 3)

 0 which means that the framework index can not be a negative value.
To determine physical meaning of f i

(1)

and f i

( 2)

values options for formworks stocking

are considered in Fig.2.,
In the first time period 

 t1  t0

the demand is satisfied by two sets of formworks

F1  2 .
In the second and third time period is a need for four sets of formwork or F 2  F 3  4. .
In the fourth period the demand in formworks is three sets, or a set of formworks

F 4  F 3  1. in number is in downtime, and formworks numbering R 4  1 are stocking.
Similarly continuing calculations the number of formworks stock for the example under
consideration we have R  R  R  4 .
It is obvious that the distribution function of formworks reserves will depend on their
availability in the construction site and methods of objects construction organization.
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In such a case, the analytical expression of the function of total stock of formworks FKj can

be represented as [3]
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Figure 2. Schedule of formworks stocking, first option
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where Ψ(t) is the Heaviside’s function used in mathematical statistics to describe the empirical
function of distribution [1]


1 при t  t μ ,
Ψ t  t μ   

0 при t  t μ .

Generally, the maximum reserve of inventory formworks’ set max RKj
use taking into

consideration turnover of the set in N times can be represented as
μ
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The analysis of the above dependency shows that the quantity of stocked formworks

max RKj
increases as the first maximum of the function approaches to the y-axis, that is in case when

the order of formworks sets in F 5  7 number will be executed before the beginning of an object
construction (Fig.3). At that the turnover of formworks grows in 1.4 times [6] (Table 1).

Table 1
Option I
№ set
required

Option II

Turnover of sets
reserve

№ set
total

required

Turnover of sets
reserve

total

1

1×7×14=98

-

98

1

1×7×14=98

-

98

2
3
4
5

1×7×14=98
1×6×14=84
1×5×14=70
1×3×14=42

1×1×14=14
-

98
84
84
42

2
3
4
5

1×7×14=98
1×6×14=84
1×5×14=70
1×3×14=42

1×1×14=14
1×2×14=28
1×4×14=56

98
98
98
98

6

1×2×14=28

1×1×14=14

42

6

1×2×14=28

1×5×14=70

98

1×2×14=28

42

7

1×1×14=14

1×6×14=84

98

56

490

Sum
total

434

252

686

7
Sum
total

1×1×14=14
434
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Figure 3. Schedule of formwork sets stocking, the first largest maximum
of function FKj , option 2
Conclusions
1. An efficient mounting method of multi-storey industrial buildings’ designs in suspension metal
block-forms which during the hardening of monolithic structures of horizontal disks are used as
temporary belts between columns has been developed. At the same time constructions assembling is
reduced to 1.5 times.
2. The analytical dependence and plots of stocking of inventory formworks and their rational
allocation to other construction objects have been presented. In this case, turnover of inventory
formworks is increased by 1.4 times, and the cost of monolithic works reduced to 15%.
3. The proposed approach enables to reduce seismic risks in the process of erecting of structures of
multi-storey industrial buildings.
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_______________________________________________________
Снижение сейсмических рисков при строительстве многоэтажных промышленных зданий
обеспечивается прочностью и устойчивостью монтируемых конструкций и частей здания. Это
достигается созданием на уровне перекрытий и покрытия жестких дисков, состоящие из монолитных
железобетонных продольных ригелей и замоноличенных в стыках сборными железобетонными плитами.
Приводится эффективный метод монтажа железобетонных конструкций, при котором монолитные
ригели выполняются в подвесных блок-формах, служащие временными монтажными связями между
колоннами.
Даны методы прогнозирования оптимальных запасов инвентарных опалубок и их рационального
распределения по об’ектам строительства.
Предлагаемые подходы ускоряют темпы строительства об’ектов, снижают себестоимость работ и
сейсмические риски в процессе монтажа конструкции многоэтажных промышленных зданий.
Ключевые слова: сейсмические районы, монтаж, прочность и устойчивость конструкций,
монолитный ригель, блок-форма, жесткий диск, резервы опалубок, распределение, эффективность.
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